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Design of hoist drive for well logging operations
Kazimierz Furmanik 1, Stanislaw Bednarz 1 and Antoni Zieba 1
Návrh pohonu pre karotážnu sondu
Meracia sonda použitá pri karotáži, ktorá sa spúšťa a vyťahuje na lane počas každého
meracieho cyklu konštantnou rýchlosťou, neposkytuje konštantnú rýchlosť hnacieho lana,
spôsobujúc nepresné výsledky merania registrované na povrchu. Požadovaná zdvihová
rýchlosť vyťahovania sondy sa môže dosiahnúť použitím prevodovkovým reduktorom
a tyristorom. V práci sa prezentuje myšlienka jednoduchého a cenovo prijateľného pohonu
pre meranie karotážou, zabezpečujúc konštantnú rýchlosť meracej sondy.
Key words: The Measuring probe, well logging.

Introduction
Well logging operations create a possibility to estimate, e.g. geological-reservoir rock
properties. The respective measuring probe is driven down to the hole on a rope and driven up at
an assumed velocity during one measuring cycle. In the course of pulling, the hoist co-operates with
the probe and well logging equipment. The applied hoist drives for well logging equipment are often
manually controlled to obtain a constant velocity based on velocity recorder indications (Zięba, 1944).
With such solutions the velocity of the rope cannot be stable, thus also giving inaccurate results
of measurements registered from the surface (ABEM, 1996). The required pulling velocity
of the probe can be obtained through the application either of a gearbox or the so-called moto-reducer
and inverter (Bednarz, 1994; Mathey, 1996), which is very costly.
The authors of the paper present a concept of a simple and economical solution of a
hoist for well logging operations with a constant velocity of the probe maintained.
Functional-construction solution of a hoist drive
The suggested drive design (Fig. 1) consists of a motor 1, reducer 2, with co-operating brakes
3 and a brake release 4. A driving rope sheave 5 is
mounted on a reducer (or motor) shaft 5, through
which a rope 6 encompasses another rope sheave 7
set on a rope drum shaft 8 or attached to its edge.
The rope 6 is attached to the probe with one end and
to the rope drum with the other one. When the drive
operates, the rope 6 co-operates with the driving
rope sheave 5 frictionally, whereas with the rope
sheave 7-with a glide providing an appropriate
reeling of the rope on the rope drum. This requires
a suitable frictional feedback between the elements
and a selection of construction - geometrical
properties of the drive. The diameter of the sheave 7
cannot be bigger than the diameter of the rope drum.
What is more, the motor-rope drum system should
be such that the angle of lateral deviation of the rope
from the perpendicular area to the drum axis in the
reversal position at the drum edges was less than
1o30'. The rope reversal is facilitated by a component
of the rope drive operating to the drum inwardly.
Fig. 1. Scheme of a driving construction.
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Both rope sheaves (5 and 7) should provide a good frictional feedback with the rope, and the rope
drum should have possibly small bearing resistances (Bednarz, 1994).
Determination of basic parameters of the unit
Good work of the drive requires securing an appropriate frictional feedback between the rope
and the rope sheaves 5 and 7. Assuming that the rope running down from the driving rope sheave 5
deviates from perpendicular negligibly, the following holds true for the set operation conditions (Fig. 2):
- for the sheave 7:

S 2 r − S1 r − S 2 ' ρ = 0

(1)

S 2 = S1 ⋅ e µ2 β

(2)

- for the sheave 5:

S 2 ≤ S 2 '⋅e µ1α

(3)

where: µ1, µ2 - coefficients of frictional feedback
between the rope and rope sheaves 5 and 7;
α and β - angle of contact of rope driven
on the sheave 5 and 7, respectively;
Fig. 2. Scheme of rigging.

S1 - force of tension of rope driven on sheave
7, resulting from the probe weight, rope weight and resistance of motion in the hole.
When determining S'2 on the basis of equation (1) and also (2) and (3), the following can be
obtained:
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(4)

It is clear from (4) that the maximum angle of contact of the rope with the sheave 5 is needed
for ρ = R (i.e. for the top position of the probe) and it will be equal to:
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(5)

Frictional feedback with the rope sheaves 7 and 5 must be such that at ρ = R (rope reeled
on the rope sheave in the last layer) no gliding of the rope with regard to the rope sheave 5 occurs.
This condition is fulfilled when formula (4) holds true for parameters of frictional feedback between
the rope and sheaves 5 and 7 through the factors eµ1α and eµ2β. The values µα and eµα are given
in Table 1. The maximum radius R of rope reeling on the drum with known length B and outer
diameter
D = 2r, will depend on the length L of the reeled rope (depth of the hole) and its diameter d.
The number of reels in the first layer will be:

i=

B
ϕ
d

where: ϕ - filling coefficient of the rope drum (ϕ = 0.95).
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Table 1. Values µα and eµα for µ = 0.1 ÷ 0.6 and α = 180 ÷ 720 .
o

o

Fig. 3. Scheme of rope reeling on the drum.

When n denotes a number of layers reeled
on the drum, then:
- a rope section of an approximate length 1
will be reeled on the first layer:

l1 = π ( D + d ) ⋅ i

(7)

- on the n-th layer (Fig. 3):

[

]

ln = π D + d + ( n − 1) 3 ⋅ d ⋅ i

(8)

For the L long rope reeled on the drum the following is valid:
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2
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n

(9)

and the maximum radius R of rope reeling will be:

R=r+

d
1 + 3( n − 1)
2

[

]

(10)

On the introduction of the following denotations:
L / B = k oraz D / d = s
(11)
to equation (9) we can determine the number of layers n of the rope reeled on the rope drum
from the formula:

n2
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=0
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2
2

(12)

obtaining the solution:
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which, after taking into account equations (11), can be rewritten:
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From the above relations basic parameters of the unit can be determined.
Taking the following input data:
- rope length L,
- outside diameter of the rope drum D = 2r,
- coefficients of frictional feedback of the rope with rope sheaves µ1, µ2,
- angle of contact of the rope with one of the rope sheaves, e.g. β
it is possible to calculate the number of layers n of the rope reeled on the rope sheave from equation
(13), then maximum radius R of rope reeling from equation (10), and α from dependence (5).
For the sake of exemplary calculations, data were taken from Table 2 and the following was
obtained:
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k = L/B = 1666,7; s = D/d = 16.3 ≈ 17; R = 71.3 mm; α ≈ 312. °
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Parameters
Rope lenght L
Rope diameter d
Drum diameter D
Drum lenght B
Angle β
µ1 / µ2
Coefficients:

Table 2. Geometrical parameters of the hoist

Dimension
m
mm
mm
mm
°
-

Value
500
3
60
300
90
0.4/0.2

.

Fig. 4. Graph of relation n = f(L).
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Fig. 5. Graph of relation R = f(D).

For design purposes, graphs based on the above relations may be useful for a quick
determination of values of basic parameters of the unit. They were presented in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.
The Authors have a software for a complex determination of all necessary parameters
of the unit (e.g. diameters of rope sheaves, power of motors, etc.).

Fig. 6. Graph of relation α = f(D).

Resume
The accuracy of well logging depends, among others, on the possibility to maintain a constant
velocity of motion of the probe throughout the hole (that is why the condition is so important).
The suggested hoist drive system secures a constant velocity of the rope motion; it has a simple
construction employing typical constituent elements.
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